SOCOTRA ISLAND
OUT OF EARTH EXPERIENCE
BROUGHT TO YOUR FINGER TIPS

Transient Experience (4D / 3N) Package
Day 1 - Socotra Airport - Dihamri Protected Area
Socotra specialist tour staff will be waiting for you at Socotra
Airport, inside the arriving hall. After welcome and greetings, you will
be taken by 4*4 wheel drive to your hotel (Summerland Hotel).
Summerland hotel is located in the capital of Socotra island (Hadibo),
that is about 15km away from the airport. It is about 20 minutes of
driving in relaxed and friendly atmosphere. You can relax in your
room then join us for lunch. In the afternoon we can visit Dihamri
protected marine area. Dihamri is one of the richest coral reef areas
in Socotra where people can enjoy easy snorkeling, swimming and sunset view,
In
Dihamri camp provides visitor with very clean toilets, showers and nice
convenience shelters, while nighttime visitors enjoying the stars watching.

Day 2 - Homhil (Home of frankincense trees)-Momi
Homhil is one of the famous attractions in the island due to its natural beauty. It
is known as the home of frankincense trees. It's beautiful landscape and the
presence of dragoon blood trees alongside the mountain make the area very
special to the visitors. Add to this beauty the wonderful natural fresh water
swimming pool in which one dip in that pool will printed in your mind forever.
Homhil is approximately 40 km away from Hadibo and it is a place where you will
make great memories. Enjoy your time then join us to drive to Momi, where you
will be discovering great views and meet locals along the villages beside the roads.
Dinner and overnight stay is in camp or hotel, as you prefer.

Day 3 - Qalansia – Shouab Protected Area
After a wonderful day with dragoon blood trees and there beautiful and bizarre
shapes, we will drive to Qalansia. Qalansia is the second largest district in the island
after Hadibo. You may have noticed the long white sandy beach before landing in
Socotra airport. Today you will enjoy the amazing clean, quiet and mesmerizing
beach of Ditwah. We will take a boat trip to Shouab beach. During the boat trip you
may watch swimming dolphins, folks of cormorants and other type of sea birds,
which make the trip very exciting and stay in your minds forever. After a quick dip
in the crystal clear water of Shouab beach, we will return back to Qalansia to enjoy
the rest of the day.

Package Includes: 4 wheel drive ,
Accommodation , 3 meals daily , Tour
guide, Protected areas entry fees,
Airport transfer, Camel for hiking trips
only.
Package Excludes: Personal expense,
Snorkeling and diving materials,
Rental of Mask, Snorkel and Life
Jacket, Flights tickets fare, Insurance
Terms & Condition: Minimum 2
Guests, Subject to weather condition.
In the event of bad weather
condition.
Prices: 680 US$ for 2 person. Contact
us for group prices.

Day 4 - Hadibo- Socotra Airport
In your last day in the island, you will enjoy your goodbye breakfast and then you
will be transferred to the airport. We wish you a save flight and we will be waiting
for you to come and join us again.

http://www.sct-tours.com

** Join us in Facebook at: https://www.facebook.com/SocotraSpecialistTour

Contact information is here

